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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS: 

 The question paper has been divided into three sections: 

Section A:Reading 20 marks 

Section B:Writing 20 marks 

Section C: Literature 40 marks 

 All the sections are compulsory. 

 Do not exceed the prescribed word limit while answering the questions. 

 Do not split the sections. 

 

Section A    Reading         (20 marks) 

 

I. Read the passage given below. 

 

1. One of the greatest sailing adventures of the past 25 years was the conquest of the Northwest Passage, 

powered by sail, human muscle, and determination. In 100 days, over three summers (1986-88), 

Canadians Jeff MacInnis and Mike Beedell accomplished the first wind-powered crossing of the 

Northwest Passage. 

 

2. In Jeff MacInnis's words ... Our third season. We weave our way through the labyrinth of ice, and in the 

distance we hear an unmistakable sound. A mighty bowhead whale is nearby, and its rhythmic breaths fill 

us with awe. Finally we see it relaxed on the surface, its blowhole quivering like a volcanic cone, but it 

senses our presence and quickly sounds. We are very disappointed. We had only good intentions - to 

revel in its beautiful immensity and to feel its power. Mike thinks how foolish it would be for this mighty 

beast to put any faith in us. After all, we are members of the species that had almost sent the bowhead 

into extinction with our greed for whale oil and bone. It is estimated that as many as 38,000 bowheads 

were killed off eastern Baffin Island in the 1800s; today there are about 200 left. 

 

3. The fascinating and sometimes terrifying wildlife keeps us entertained during our explorations. Bearded 

harp and ring seals greet us daily. The profusion of bird life is awesome; at times we see and smell 

hundreds of thousands of thick-billed murres clinging to their cliff side nests. Our charts show we are on 

the edge of a huge shoal where the frigid ocean currents ups well and mix nutrients that provide a feast 

for the food chain. At times these animals scare the living daylights out of us. They have a knack of 

sneaking up behind us and then shooting out of the water and belly flopping for maximum noise and 

splash. A horrendous splash coming from behind has a heart-stopping effect in polar bear country. 

 

4. We have many encounters with the "Lords of the Arctic," but we are always cautious, observant, and ever 

so respectful that we are in their domain. In some regions the land is totally devoid of life, while in others 

the pulse of life takes our breath away. Such is the paradox of the Arctic; It's wastelands flow into oasis' 

that are found nowhere else on the face of the earth. Many times we find ancient signs of Inuit people 



who lived here, superbly attuned to the land. We feel great respect for them; this landscape is a challenge 

at every moment. 

 

5. We face a 35 mile open water passage across Prince Regent Inlet on Baffin Island that will take us to our 

ultimate goal - Pond Inlet on Baffin Bay. The breakers look huge from the water's edge. Leaning into the 

hulls, like bobsledders at the starting gate, we push as hard as we can down the gravel beach to the sea. 

We catch the water and keep pushing until we have plunged waist deep, then drag ourselves aboard. 

Immediately, we begin paddling with every ounce of effort. Inch by agonizing inch, Perception moves 

offshore. Sweat pours off our bodies. Ahead of us, looming gray-white through the fog, we see a massive 

iceberg riding the current like the ghost of a battleship. There is no wind to fill our sails and steady the 

boat, and the chaotic motion soon brings seasickness. Slowly the wind begins to build. Prince Regent 

Inlet now looks ominous with wind and waves. The frigid ocean hits us square in the face and chills us to 

the bone. 

 

6. We were on the fine edge. Everything the Arctic had taught us over the last 90 days was now being 

tested. We funneled all that knowledge, skill, teamwork, and spirit into this momentous crossing ... If we 

went over in these seas we could not get the boat back up. Suddenly the wind speed plummeted to zero as 

quickly as it had begun .... Now we were being pushed by the convulsing waves toward sheer 2,000 foot 

cliffs. Two paddles were our only power. Sailing past glacier capped mountains, we approached the end 

of our journey. At 05:08 in the morning of our hundredth day, speeding into Baffin Bay, the spray from 

our twin hulls makes rainbows in the sun as we complete the first sail powered voyage through the 

Northwest Passage. 

 

7. We have journeyed through these waters on their terms, moved by the wind, waves and current. The 

environment has always been in control of our destiny; we have only tried to respond in the best possible 

way. We've been awake for nearly 23 hours, but we cannot sleep. The joy and excitement are too great. 

Our Hobie Cat rests on the rocky beach, the wind whistling in her rigging, her bright yellow hulls radiant 

in the morning sunlight. She embodies the watchword for survival in the Arctic - adaptability. 

 

On the basis of your understanding of the above passage, answer ANY TEN questions from the 

eleven given below.                                                                                                         (1 X 10 = 10) 

 

1. The passage is about the 

a) author's sailing adventure through the Northwest passage 

b) flora and fauna of the Arctic 

c) survival skills needed while sailing 

d) saving the Arctic 

 

2. "Lords of the Arctic" (Para 4) refers to 

a) Wind breakers 

b) Bearded seals 

c) Polar Bears  

d) bowhead whale 

 

3. The author's sailing vessel is named 



a) Prince Regent  

b) Hobie Cat 

c) Perception  

d) Arctic 

 

4. 'We were on the fine edge' refers to 

a) the Prince Regent Inlet 

b) the ominous sail 

c) the frigid ocean 

d) their expedition 

 

5. Embodies the watchword for survival in the Arctic-adaptability. 

a) The cat  

b) Destiny 

c) The ship  

d) None of these 

 

6. The author is an adventure enthusiast who loves 

a) nature  

b) domestic animals 

c) Wildlife  

d) both 'a' and 'c' 

 

7. According to the passage 'labyrinth' here means 

1. Web                 2. Maze                3. Order                     4.Line   

a) 1 and 2 

b) 3 and 4 

c) 1 and 3 

d) 2 and 4 

 

8. Pick out the option that best describes MacInnis's thoughts about the bowhead whales. 

(a) The whales should trust human beings. 

(b) Human beings have never killed a bowhead whale. 

(c) Bowhead whales are foolish to trust a human. 

(d) Only 200 bowhead whales are left today. 

 

9. As given in paragraph 4, Inuit people are 

a) the migrants of America 

b) those who live in jungles 

c) the hunters of sea animals in the Arctic 

d) the indigenous people of the Arctic 



 

10. With reference to the passage we find the author is by the wildlife. 

a) disgusted 

b) terrified 

c) fascinated  

d) scared 

 

II. Read the passage given below. 

1. Those large animals require luxuriant vegetation has been a general assumption which has passed 

from one work to another; but I do not hesitate to say that it is completely false, and that it has 

vitiated the reasoning of geologists on some points of great interest in the ancient history of the 

world. The prejudice has probably been derived from India, and the Indian islands, where troops of 

elephants, noble forests, and impenetrable jungles, are associated together in everyone's mind. If, 

however, we refer to any work of travels through the southern parts of Africa, we shall find allusions 

in almost every page either to the desert character of the country, or to the numbers of large animals 

inhabiting it. The same thing is rendered evident by the many engravings which have been published 

of various parts of the interior. 

 

2. Dr. Andrew Smith, who has lately succeeded in passing the Tropic of Capricorn, informs me that, 

taking into consideration the whole of the southern part of Africa, there can be no doubt of its being a 

sterile country. On the southern coasts there are some fine forests, but with these exceptions, the 

traveler may pass for days together through open plains, covered by a poor and scanty vegetation. 

Now, if we look at the animals inhabiting these wide plains, we shall find their numbers 

extraordinarily great, and their bulk immense. 

 

 

3. It may be supposed that although the species are numerous, the individuals of each kind are few. By 

the kindness of Dr. Smith, I am enabled to show that the case is very different. He informs me, that in 

lat. 24', in one day's march with the bullock-wagons, he saw, without wandering to any great distance 

on either side, between one hundred and one hundred and fifty rhinoceroses - the same day he saw 

several herds of giraffes, amounting together to nearly a hundred. 

 

4. At the distance of a little more than one hour's march from their place of encampment on the previous 

night, his party actually killed at one spot eight hippopotamuses, and saw many more. In this same 

river there were likewise crocodiles. Of course it was a case quite extraordinary, to see so many great 

animals crowded together, but it evidently proves that they must exist in great numbers. Dr. Smith 

describes the country passed through that day, as 'being thinly covered with grass, and bushes about 

four feet high, and still more thinly with mimosa-trees. 

 

5. Besides these large animals, anyone the least acquainted with the natural history of the Cape has read 

of the herds of antelopes, which can be compared only with the flocks of migratory birds. The 

numbers indeed of the lion, panther, and hyena, and the multitude of birds of prey, plainly speak of 

the abundance of the smaller quadrupeds: one evening seven lions were counted at the same time 

prowling round Dr. Smith's encampment. As this able naturalist remarked to me, the carnage each 

day in Southern Africa must indeed be terrific! I confess it is truly surprising how such a number of 

animals can find support in a country producing so little food. 



 

6. The larger quadrupeds no doubt roam over wide tracts in search of it; and their food chiefly consists 

of underwood, which probably contains much nutriment in a small bulk. Dr. Smith also informs me 

that the vegetation has a rapid growth; no sooner is a part consumed, than its place is supplied by a 

fresh stock. There can be no doubt, however, that our ideas respecting the apparent amount of food 

necessary for the support of large quadrupeds are much exaggerated. The belief that where large 

quadrupeds exist, the vegetation must necessarily be luxuriant, is more remarkable, because the 

converse is far from true. 

 

7. Mr. Burchell observed to me that when entering Brazil, nothing struck him more forcibly than the 

splendour of the South American vegetation contrasted with that of South Africa, together with the 

absence of all large quadrupeds. In his travels, he has suggested that the comparison of the respective 

weights (if there were sufficient data) of an equal number of the largest herbivorous quadrupeds of 

each country would be extremely curious. If we take on the one side, the elephants, hippopotamus, 

giraffe, bos caffer, elan, five species of rhinoceros; and on the American side, two tapirs, the guanaco, 

three deer, the vicuna, peccari, capybara (after which we must choose from the monkeys to complete 

the number), and then place these two groups alongside each other it is not easy to conceive ranks 

more disproportionate in size. 

 

8. After the above facts, we are compelled to conclude, against anterior probability that among the 

mammalia there exists no close relation between the bulk of the species, and the quantity of the 

vegetation, in the countries which they inhabit. 

 

On the basis of your understanding of the above passage, answer ANY TEN questions from the 

eleven given below.                                                                                                                                    

(1 X 10 = 10) 

 

1. The author is primarily concerned with 

a) discussing the relationship between the size of mammals and the nature of vegetation in their 

habitats 

b) contrasting ecological conditions in India and Africa 

c) proving that large animals do not require much food 

d) describing the size of animals in various parts of the world 

 

2. According to the author, the 'prejudice' (Para 1) has led to 

a) errors in the reasoning of biologists 

b) false ideas about animals in Africa 

c) incorrect assumptions on the part of geologists 

d) doubt in the mind of the author 

 

3. The flocks of migratory birds (Para 5) are mentioned to 

a) describe an aspect of the fauna of South Africa 

b) illustrate a possible source of food for large carnivores 

c) contrast with the habits of the antelope 



d) suggest the size of antelope herds 

 

4. Darwin quotes Burchell's observations in order to 

a) counter a popular misconception 

b) describe a region of great splendor 

c) prove a hypothesis 

d) illustrate a well-known phenomenon 

 

5. Among the mammalia, there is no close relation between 

a) bulk of the species  

b) quantity of the vegetation 

c) countries they inhabit 

d) all of these 

 

6. The prejudice that large animals require luxuriant vegetation came from 

a) India  

b) Africa 

c) America  

d) Sri Lanka  

 

7. Pick the option in which the meaning of 'vitiated' is not the same as it is in the passage. 

a) Production managers vitiated the machines, ruining them through overloading during production. 

b) A mistake of fact in some circumstances could vitiated the contract. 

c) There are several seasons why the pound has vitiated against the euro.  

d) The recent study has vitiated the earlier theories. 

 

8. Dr. Andrew Smith, behind calling the whole of southern part of Africa, a sterile country was intended 

to say that 

a) it is an undeveloped country. 

b) it lacks proper vegetation. 

c) its people are barren and cannot reproduce. 

d) it lacks all the natural beauty. 

 

9. The narrator states that, the carnage each day in southern Africa must indeed be terrific! Carnage here 

means. 

a) massacre 

b) preserving 

c) reconciliation 

d) cessation 

 



10. Pick out the option that correctly states about what happened after Mr. Burchell reached South 

America. 

a) He became grief-stricken to see the barren land. 

b) He became so excited to see the ice covered mountains there. 

c) He was awestruck by the splendour of the country vegetation. 

d) He finds it amazing that the country was densed with large quadrupeds. 

 

Section B    Writing Skills         (20 marks) 

 

III.  

1) You are Riya/Ryan living at 40, Krishna Colony, Manali. You decided to hold a lunch party to 

congratulate your grandparents on their golden wedding anniversary. Draft a formal invitation in not 

more than 50 words to all family members to attend a grand lunch at home. 

OR 

2) Imagine that your school organized its Annual Prize Distribution Day on 25
th

 August 2022. Mr. 

Sachin Tendulkar, the famous cricketer has agreed to give away the prizes. Draft a formal invitation 

for the same. 

 

IV.  

1) Visiting new places and meeting new people enhance our understanding and knowledge besides 

being a source of great pleasure. Write an article in 150-200 words on ‘Travel, a Source of 

Knowledge and Pleasure.’ You are Gopal/Govind. 

OR 

2) It is very important to take significant actions to save our planet. Write an article in about 120-150 

words for your school magazine on how can we save and protect our planet. You are Akshay/Akshita 

of Graham Public School, Indore. 

 

V.  

1) Two main parks in your locality have suffered from neglect on the part of local authorities. They have 

virtually been taken over by undesirable elements. As a result the residents have stopped going to the 

parks. Write a letter in 120-150 words to the editor of a local newspaper expressing your concern 

about the problems the neglect has created and suggest measures to reclaim the parks for children. 

You are Gautam/ Gauri of 2, Gobind Enclave, Meerut 

OR 

2) Write a letter to the editor of a national daily, expressing your opinion and views on the increased 

human dependence on technology. Right from a small child to an adult, or even an old man, everyone 

wants gadgets only - cell phone, I-pod, laptop, etc. This also has a negative effect on social 

relationships. Write a letter in 120-150 words, you are Rajiv/ Ranjana of Krishna colony, New Delhi 

 

VI.  

1) Your school is organizing a SPICMACAY programme on the occasion of the World Dance Day 

wherein the renowned Bharatanatyam dancer, Geeta Chandran would be giving a lecture 

demonstration. As the President, Cultural Society of your school, draft a notice in about 50 words, 

informing the students about the same. You are Rakhsita/Rohit of MVN Public School. 

OR 

2) You lost your wristwatch in your school auditorium. Write a notice in not more than 50 words for 



your school notice board giving a detailed description of the watch. You are Anirudh/Arundhati of 

class XII of springfield school Pune 

 

Section C     Literature      (40 marks) 

 

VII. Read the extract and answer the questions that follow. 

 

1) I looked again at her, wan, pale 

as a late winter’s moon and felt that old  

familiar ache, my childhood’s fear, …………… 

  

a) Who is ‘her” in the poem? 

i. Her is the childhood of the poet  

ii. ‘Her’ refers to the mother.  

iii. Her means the poet herself  

iv. None of these  

 

b) Why did the poet look at ‘her’ again? 

i. Because she hadn’t seen her mother for a long time. 

ii. Because they were saying goodbye. 

iii. Because she was worried about her aging mother and was afraid of losing her. 

iv. Because she was not able to recognize her mother’s face. 

 

c) What was the poet’s childhood fear? 

i. Losing her mother.  

ii. Losing her youth 

iii. Running into monsters  

iv. Losing her home 

 

d) The main highlight of the given lines is about 

i. The poet’s mother is old, weak and possibly ill  

ii. The poet’s childhood memories 

iii. The poet’s fear of losing her youth  

iv. The poet’s guilt of not being with her mother 

  

e) The mother’s pale face is compared to the 

i. paleness of the winter moon 

ii. paleness of the clouds 

iii. paleness of the summer moon  

iv. paleness of the rising sun 

 

f) The literary device used by the poet in the following lines is 

as a late winter’s moon and felt that old familiar ache. 

i. Personification  

ii. Allegory 

iii. Simile 



iv. Alliteration  

                                    OR 

2) Perhaps the Earth can teach us  

3) as when everything seems dead 

and later proves to be alive. 

Now I’ll count up to twelve 

and you keep quiet and I will go. 

 

a) What does the earth teach us? 

i. That the live is full of chaos 

ii. That there is life in what we think that is dead. 

iii. That there is need of non-stop activities 

iv. None of the above 

 

b) Why does the poet count up to twelve ? 

i. The poet wants to introspect by counting twelve. 

ii. To track the time 

iii. To remind of the passing moment 

iv. To make people take up more activities 

 

c) What will keeping quiet help us achieve ? 

i. Peace and recuperation  

ii. Total shut down of activities 

iii. Ignore each other  

iv. Make us lazy 

 

d) Which of these is an example of ‘What now seems to be dead but later on becomes alive ?’ 

i. Seed.  

ii. Earth  

iii. water  

iv. counting 

 

e) In the poem 'Keeping Quiet', `Earth can teach us as when everything'- is a form of 

i. Alliteration 

ii. Metaphor  

iii. Simile 

iv. Personification 

 

f) What is earth personified as in the poem 'Keeping Quiet'? 

i. Human being 

ii. Teacher 

iii. Nature 

iv. Self-introspection 

 

VIII. Read the extract and answer the questions that follow. 

 



1) Louisa was pretty worried when I told her all this, and didn’t want me to look for the third level any 

more, and after a while I stopped; I went back to my stamps. But now we’re both looking, every 

weekend, because now we have proof that the third level is still there. My friend Sam Weiner 

disappeared! Nobody knew where, but I sort of suspected because Sam’s a city boy, and I used to 

tell him about Galesburg… 

 

a) What did the narrator told Louisa? 

i. About the place out of time in third level         

ii. About his obsession of stamps 

iii. About his dream  

iv. About his friend Sam 

 

b) Who’s the “we” looking for it “every weekend”? 

i. The narrator and Louisa  

ii. The narrator and his friend Sam 

iii. The narrator and his grandfather  

iv. None of these 

 

c) What happened to Sam? 

i. Sam disappeared.  

ii. Sam went to Galesburg. 

iii. Sam went to buy more stamps.  

iv. Sam ran away with Louisa. 

 

d) Which word in the passage means the same as conjectured? 

i. Worried  

ii. Stopped 

iii. Disappeared  

iv. Suspected 

                                                                           OR 

2) The Maharaja and the dewan held deliberations over this issue. As a result, a telegram was 

despatched forthwith to a famous British company of jewelers in Calcutta. 'Send samples of 

expensive diamond rings of different designs.' Some fifty rings arrived. The Maharaja sent the whole 

lot to the British officer's good lady. The king and the minister expected the duraisani to choose one 

or two rings and send the rest back. Within no time at all the duraisani sent her reply: 'Thank you 

very much for your gifts.' In two days a bill for three lakh of rupees came from the British jewellers. 

The Maharaja was happy that though he had lost three lakh of rupees, he had managed to retain his 

kingdom. 

 

a) Who has been referred to 'Good Lady’? 

i. Durai 

ii. Duraisani 

iii. British officer 

iv. The Tiger King 

 

b) How much did the Maharaja have to pay for fifty rings? 



i. 3 lacs 

ii. 4 lacs 

iii. 5 lacs  

iv. 2 lacs 

 

c) How many rings had the Maharaja expected duraisani to keep? 

i. One or two 

ii. two or three 

iii. three or four 

iv. four or five 

 

d) Name the chapter.  

i. The Lost Spring 

ii. The Rattrap 

iii. Going Places 

iv. The Tiger King 

 

IX. Read the extract and answer the questions that follow. 

 

1) When I sense a flash of it in Mukesh I am cheered. "I want to be a motor mechanic,' he repeats. He 

will go to a garage and learn. But the garage is a long way from his home. "I will walk," he insists. 

"Do you also dream of flying a plane?" He is suddenly silent. "No," he says, staring at the ground. In 

his small murmur there is an embarrassment that has not yet turned into regret. He is content to 

dream of cars that he sees hurtling down the streets of his town. Few airplanes fly over Firozabad. 

 

a) Why does the narrator feel cheered on seeing Mukesh? . 

i. For he is different from others. 

ii. For he is as same as others 

iii. For he wants to be a rag picker .  

iv. For he wants to remain a bangle maker forever 

 

b) Why does Mukesh not dream of flying planes? .  

i. For he has no money 

ii. For he knows his limit .  

iii. For he is determined to be a motor mechanic . 

iv. All of these 

 

c) What was Mukesh supposed to be if not his dream to be a motor mechanic? 

i. Rag picker  

ii. Pilot 

iii. Bangle maker 

iv. Doctor 

 

d) “I will walk” this line shows Mukesh’s 

i. helplessness  

ii. determination  



iii. shyness  

iv. disappointment 

 

e) With whom was the speaker sharing his dream ? 

i. Mukesh 

ii. Anees  

iii. Saheb  

iv. A garage owner 

 

f) Did Mukesh Sound unreasonable? 

i. Yes  

ii. No  

iii. May be  

iv. Can’t be determined 

                                                              OR 

2) It seemed a long way down. Those nine feet were more like ninety, and before I touched bottom my 

lungs were ready to burst. But when my feet hit bottom I summoned all my strength and made what I 

thought was a great spring upwards. I imagined I would bob to the surface like a cork. Instead, I 

came up slowly. I opened my eyes and saw nothing but water – water that had a dirty yellow tinge to 

it. I grew panicky. I reached up as if to grab a rope and my hands clutched only at water. I was 

suffocating. I tried to yell but no sound came out. Then my eyes and nose came out of the water but 

not my mouth. 

 

a) “Nine feet were more than ninety,” to the narrator because 

i. he felt lost in the water 

ii. he enjoyed the feeling of sinking in the water 

iii. he was struggling against the water to stay afloat and he was drowning despite his efforts 

iv. he felt he could go deeper than he already was 

 

b) What did the narrator first do when he reached to the bottom of the pool? 

i. He opened his eyes in the water. 

ii. He tried to breathe under water. 

iii. He tried to scream for help. 

iv. He summoned all his strength and tried to make what a great spring upwards. 

 

c) Which line/phrase says the narrator couldn’t breathe? 

i. I grew panicky. 

ii. I was suffocating. 

iii. I tried to yell but no sound came out.  

iv. I came up slowly. 

 

d) How did the water look to the narrator at the bottom of the pool? 

i. The water had a yellow tinge.  

ii. The water looked vast 

iii. The water looker grey and dark 

iv. The water looked like a rope 



 

e) The expression “I imagined I would bob to the surface like a cork” implies that 

i. Douglas was afraid to die. 

ii. Douglas accepted his failure and ultimately death. 

iii. Though Douglas was frightened he was not out of his wits. 

iv. Frightened, Douglas was not able to shout for help. 

 

f) Why couldn’t no one come to help the narrator 

i. For he was alone there 

ii. For everyone thought he was fooling  

iii. For he was able to swim himself 

iv. All of these 

 

X. Short answer questions to be answered in 30-40 words(Any 5)                        (5X2=10) 

 

1) Explain ‘But promises like mine abound in every corner of his bleak world’. 

2) What does the title ‘Lost Spring’ convey? 

3) What will possibly be the effect of keeping quiet 

4) What were the poet’s feelings as she drove to Cochin airport? 

5) At the crofter’s home, why did the peddler feel very happy? 

6) Explain Douglas’ statement, “The instructor was finished. But I was not finished.” 

7) “What a thunderclap these words were to me!” What were the words that shocked and surprised 

the narrator? 

 

XI. Short answer questions to be answered in 40-50 words (Any 2)                        (2X2=4) 

 

1) How did the Tiger King ‘kill’ the hundredth tiger? 

2) How did Charley proposed to go to the Galesburg? Why couldn’t he reach there? 

3) What happened to Godwana 150 million years ago? 

 

XII. Long answer questions to be answered in 120-150 words (Any 1)                        (5X1=5) 

 

1) The story ‘The Rattrap’ is both entertaining and philosophical. Discuss. 

                                                      OR 

2) Describe the difficulties the bangle makers of Firozabad have to face in their lives 

 

XIII. Long answer questions to be answered in 120-150 words (Any 1)                        (5X1=5) 

 

1) When did the tiger king stand in danger of losing his throne? How was he able to avoid the 

danger? 

                                                       OR 

2) Why is Antarctica the place to go, to understand the earth’s present, past and future? 


